
Digimarc’s ‘Discover App’ makes it easy for you to drive 
readers to your digital content through print media.

With the rising popularity of digital media, new technologies have been recently created to 
help publishers and catalogers bridge their print and digital content for a truly immersive 
user experience.

By utilizing Digimarc’s digital watermarking technology, you’ll better attract readers 
to your print and digital properties, create more creative and interactive campaigns, 
produce more impactful stories, give advertisers new ways to promote, and grab readers 
attention and engagement.

But what exactly are digital watermarks? They’re imperceptible patterns embedded within 
your uploaded icons or images. When these patterns are scanned, your mobile device is led 
to a digital media source such as a video, webpage, audio recording, or many others.

For example, the Portland Trail Blazers basketball organization deployed Digimarc watermarks 
to elevate fan experiences through engaging mobile content. When a fan scans any Blazers 
print media, game programs, calendars, tickets, posters, the fan is led to a deeper online 
engagement.

The Digimarc technology makes any media impression a gateway to a rich, digital experience 
without visibly altering the design aesthetics in print. This has allowed the Trail Blazers to 
develop a deeper connection with their fans and provide value back to their loyal supporters. 
As well as create one of the strongest social media followings in sports.

So launch the Digimarc Discover App and get started today! Engage your consumers with an 
entirely new way to experience your brand and take immediate action on your products or 
services! To learn more, please contact a Royle Account Executive or visit royle.com.

About Us
Our goal is to be viewed as a leading resource of print and digital solutions, helping 
our clients choose the right blend of mediums to execute their marketing strategies. 
As multi-channel marketing and communication tactics continue to evolve, Royle will 
press forward with investments in new technologies and equipment; keeping our 
clients and Royle on the forefront of this evolution.
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